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summary of preceding session 
•  how could a physical system ‘think’? 

–  reasoning (mathematical, common sense) 
–  performing complex cognitive tasks 

•  philosophical issue: “computational reduction”  
–  reduction of unboundedly complex behavior to the combination of 

simple ones 
•  simple set of primitive processes 
•  finite set of data types  
•  a finite set of operations that combine the primitive processes to make more 

complex ones 
•  Scientific issue: precise (formal,quantitative) theories of cognition 

–  what computational mechanisms underly complex behaviors (like 
language, reasoning, etc)? 

•  Symbolic IA: (sequential & deterministic) computations with symbols and rules 
–  eg: Turing machines, rewrite rules, finite state automata 

•  Connexionist IA: (parallel & stochastic) computation with (continuous valued) 
neurone-like units 

–  eg: Multilevel Perceptrons, Boltzman machines 

•  Technological issue: usable systems (IA) 



McClelland & Rumelhart’s (1986) Parallel 
Distributed Processing 

•  Cognition involves the spreading of activation, relaxation, 
statistical correlation.	


•  Represents a method for how symbolic systems might be 
implemented	

–  Hypothesized that apparently symbolic processing is an 

emergent property of subsymbolic operations.	

•  Advantages	


–  Fault tolerance & graceful degradation	

–  Can be used to model learning	

–  More naturally capture nonlinear relationships	

–  Fuzzy information retrieval	

–  bridges the gap with real neural processing	
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of the phenomenon , such as the change in error type in later phases of
development and the change in differences in error patterns observed
for different types of words.

We were not prepared to produce a full-blown language processor
that would learn the past tense from full sentences heard in everyday
experience. Rather , we have explored a very simple past-tense learning

environment designed to capture the essential characteristics necessary
to produce the three stages of acquisition. In this environment, the
model is presented, as learning experiences , with pairs of inputs-one
capturing the phonological structure of the root form of a word and the
other capturing the phonological structure of the correct past-tense ver-

sion of that word. The behavior of the model can be tested by giving it
just the root form of a word and examining what it generates as its
current guess " of the corresponding past-tense form.

Structure of the Model

The basic structure of the model is illustrated in Figure 1. The
model consists of two basic parts: (a) a simple pattern associator net-
work similar to those studied by Kohonen (I 977; 1984; see Chapter 2)
which learns the relationships between the base form and the past-tense
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FIGURE 1. The basic structure of the model.

Rumelhart & McClelland (1986) 
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to relative response probabilities, though we imagine that the actual

generation of overt responses is accomplished by a different version of
the binding network , described below. In any case , the total strength of
all the alternatives cannot be greater than 1 , and if a number of
features are accounted for by none of the alternatives, the total will be

less than 1.

Figure 5 compares the response strengths for the correct alternative
to the combined strength of the regularized alternatives. 4 Note in the

figure that during the first 10 trials the response strength of the correct
alternative grows rapidly to over .5 while that of the regularized alterna-
tive drops from about .2 to. 1. After the midfrequency verbs are intro-
duced, the response strength for the correct alternative drops rapidly
while the strengths of regularized alternatives jump up. From about
Trials 11 through 30, the regularized alternatives together are stronger

than the correct response. After about Trial 30, the strength of the

correct response again exceeds the regularized alternatives and contin-
ues to grow throughout the 200- trial learning phase. By the end, the

correct response is much the strongest with all other alternatives
below .
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FIGURE 5. Response strengths for the high-frequency irregular verbs. The response
strengths for the correct responses are compared with those for the regularized alterna-
tives as a function of trials.

4 Unless otherwise indicated. the regularized alternatives are considered the base+ed

and past +ed alternatives. In a later section of the paper we shall discuss' the pattern 
differences between these alternatives. In most cases the base+ed alternative is much
stronger than the past +ed alternative.
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FIGURE 4. The percentage of correct features for regular and irregular high- frequency
verbs as a function of trials.

Equality of performance between regular and irregular verbs is never
again attained during the training period. This is the so-called U-
shaped learning curve for the learning of the irregular past tense. Per-
formance is high when only a few high- frequency, largely irregular
verbs are learned , but then drops as the bulk of lower-frequency regular
verbs are being learned.

We have thus far only shown that performance on high-frequency
irregular verbs drops; we have not said anything about the nature of the
errors. To examine this question , the response strength of various pos-
sible response alternatives must be compared. To do this , we compared
the strength of response for several different response alternatives. We
compared strengths for the correct past tense, the present , the base+ed
and the past +ed. Thus , for example with the verb give we compared

the response strength of /gAV/, /giv/, /givd/, and /gAvd/. We deter-
mined the response strengths by assuming that these response alterna-
tives were competing to account for the features that were actually

turned on in the output. The details of the competition mechanism
called a binding network are described in the Appendix. For present
purposes, suffice it to say that each alternative gets a score that
represents the percentage of the total features that it accounts for. If
two alternatives both account for a given feature, they divide the score
for that feature in proportion to the number of features each accounts
for uniquely. We take these response strengths to correspond roughly

walk walked 



The critique: Pinker & Mehler 
(1988) 

•  Lachter & Bever: connectionist theories are a 
return to associationism (Chomsky vs Skinner 
revisited)  

•  Pinker & Prince: connectionist models of the 
capacity to derive the past tense of English 
verbs is inadequate 
–  rules: wug ! wugged 
–  exceptions: put -> put, go->went, dig->dug 

•  Fodor & Pylyshyn: connectionnist theories are 
inadequate models of language and thought 



Fodor & Pylyshyn 
•  Position of the problem: classical theories vs connectionnism 

–  Agree:  
•  both classical theories & connectionism are representationalists (they assign some ‘meaning’ 

to the elements – symbols or nodes) 
–  Disagree 

•  classical theory encode structural relationships and processes (eg, constituents, variables, 
rules) 

•  connectionnists only encore causal relationships and processes (x causes y to fire)  
•  Arguments against connectionnist systems: mental representation and 

processes are structure sensitive 
–  combinatorial semantics 

•  semantics of « J. loves M. » derived from semantics of « J. », « loves » and « M. » 
–  productivity 

•  the list of thoughts/sentences is not finite (I can construct new thoughts with old ones) 
–  systematicity 

•  I construct them in a systematic way  
•  eg: « x loves M. » (where x can be any proper noun)  
•  eg: If I can think « J. loves M. », I can think « M. loves J. » 

–  recursivity & constituent structure:  
•  If I can think « P. thinks that M. is nice » I can think « J thinks that P thinks that M is nice » 

-> connectionist systems have none of the above properties 



Fodor & Pylyshyn (cont) 
•  Objections to symbolic/classical systems 

–  rapidity of cognitive processes/neural speed 
–  difficulty of pattern recognition/content based retrieval in conventional 

architectures 
–  committed to rule vs exception dichotomy 
–  inadaquate for intuitive /nonverbal behavior 
–  acutely sensitive to damage/noise (vs graceful degradation) 
–  storage in classical systems is passive 
–  inadaquate account of gradual/frequency based application of rules 
–  inadequate account of nondeterminism 
–  no account of neuroscience 
! none of these arguments are valid or relevant 

•  CONCLUSIONS 
1.  current connectionist theories are inadequate 
2.  if they were to be made adequate they  would be mere 

implementation of classical architecture 



in brief 

•  The Fodor & Pylyshyn challenge:  
–  (current) connectionist architectures fail to 

capture complex behaviors 
–  (future) connectionist architectures are ‘mere’ 

implementation of symbolic architectures 



•  Structure of Smolensky 
–  representing structures by fillers and roles 

•  examples: trees, lists, etc 
–  tensor products and filler/role binding (definition) 

•  local, semilocal and distributed 
–  unbinding (exact and self adressed) 
–  capacity and graceful saturation 
–  continuous and infinite structures 
–  binding and unbinding networks 
–  analogy between binding units and hebb weights 
–  example of a stack 
–  structured roles  



the Smolensky response: tensor products 

Paul loves Mary-> loves(Paul,Mary) 
 pred=loves, arg1=Paul, arg2=Mary 
 pred*loves+arg1*Paul+arg2*Mary 

pred 

Paul loves Mary 

arg1 

arg2 

pred 

Paul loves Mary 

arg1 

arg2 

Paul loves Mary  
Mary is loved by Paul 

Mary loves Paul  
Paul is loved by Mary 

!Problem of tensor product representations: exponential with sentence complexity 
Smolensky, P. (1990). Tensor product variable binding and the representation of symbolic 
structure in connectionnist systems. Artificial Intelligence, 46, 159-216. 



•  extensions:  
–  implementation of a phonological theory 

(Optimality Theory) in a tensor product 
network with energy relaxation 
•  see the Harmonic Mind (Smolensky & Legendre, 2012) 

– Escaping the explosion in nb of neurons: 
holographic reduced representations 
•  define A * B as an operation that preserves the 

dimensions (eg xor, circular convolution) 

Plate (1995) 



Elman 

•  structure of the paper 
–  representing time 
– SRN architecture 
– xor through time 
– badiiguuu 
– word segmentation (15 words) 
– part of speech (13 categories, 29 words, 15 

sentence templates) 
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Figure 2. A simple recurrent network in which octivotions ore copied from hidden layer to 

context layer on a one-for-one basis, with fixed weight of 1 .O. Dotted lines represent train- 

able connections. 

input, and also the previous internal state of some desired output. Because 
the patterns on the hidden units are saved as context, the hidden units must 
accomplish this mapping and at the same time develop representations which 
are useful encodings of the temporal properties of the sequential input. 
Thus, the internal representations that develop are sensitive to temporal 
context; the effect of time is implicit in these internal states. Note, however, 
that these representations of temporal context need not be literal. They rep- 
resent a memory which is highly task- and stimulus-dependent. 
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Figure 7. Hierarchical cluster diagram of hidden unit activation vectors in simple sentence 

prediction task. labels indicate the inputs which produced the hidden unit vectors: inputs 

were presented in context, and the hidden unit vectors averaged across multiple contexts. 

Several points should be emphasized. First, the category structure appears 
to be hierarchical. Thus, “dragons” are large animals, but also members of 
the class of [ - human, + animate] nouns. The hierarchical interpretation is 
achieved through the way in which the spatial relations (of the representa- 
tions) are organized. Representations that are near one another in the repre- 
sentational space form classes, while higher level categories correspond to 
larger and more general regions of this space. 

Second, it is also true that the hierarchy is “soft” and implicit. While 
some categories may be qualitatively distinct (i.e., very far from each other 



•  extensions of Elman’s SRN 
–  computational capacity of SRN 

•  Hyötyniemi, Heikki. "Turing machines are recurrent neural networks." Proceedings of step 96 
(1996). 

•  Servan-Schreiber, D., Cleeremans, A., & McClelland, J.L. (1988). Encoding sequential 
structure in simple recurrent networks (CMU Tech. Rep. No. CMU-CS-88-183). Pittsburgh, PA: 
Carnegie-Mellon University, Computer Science Department. 

•  Lawrence, S., Giles, C. L., & Fong, S. (2000). Natural language grammatical inference with 
recurrent neural networks. IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering , 12(1), 
126–140.   

•  Pollack, J. B. (1991). The induction of dynamical recognizers. Machine Learning , 7(2–3), 227–
252. R 

•  Rodriguez, P. (2001). Simple recurrent networks learn context-free and context-sensitive 
languages by counting. Neural Computation, 13(9).  

–  reservoir computing 
•  http://reservoir-computing.org  
•  Jaeger H (2007) Echo state network. Scholarpedia 2(9):2330. 

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Echo_state_network  
Künstl Intell

Fig. 1 The difference between a full gradient descent training of RNN
(A) and the ESN training (B)

2 The Basic ESN Approach

Here are the update equations of a typical RNN used in ML
with leaky-integrated discrete-time continuous-value units:

x̃(n) = tanh
!
Win"1;u(n)

#
+ Wx(n − 1)

$
, (1)

x(n) = (1 − α)x(n − 1) + αx̃(n), (2)

where n is discrete time, u(n) ∈ RNu is the input signal,
x(n) ∈ RNx is a vector of reservoir neuron activations and
x̃(n) ∈ RNx is its update, all at time step n, tanh(·) is applied
element-wise, [·; ·] stands for a vertical vector concatena-
tion, Win and W are the input and recurrent weight matrices
respectively, and α ∈ (0,1] is the leaking rate. The model is
also frequently used without the leaky integration, which is a
special case obtained by setting α = 1 and thus x̃(n) ≡ x(n).
The linear readout layer is defined as

y(n) = Wout"1;u(n);x(n)
#
, (3)

where y(n) ∈ RNy is network output, and Wout the output
weight matrix. An additional nonlinearity can be applied
to y(n) in (3), as well as feedback connections Wfb from
y(n − 1) to x̃(n) in (1).

The original method of RC introduced with ESNs [19] is
to:

– generate a large random reservoir (Win,W,α);
– run it using the training input u(n) and collect the corre-

sponding reservoir activation states x(n);
– compute the linear readout weights Wout from the reser-

voir using linear regression, minimizing the mean square
error of the network output w.r.t. the training target signal
ytarget(n);

– use the trained network on new input data u(n) by com-
puting y(n) employing the trained output weights Wout.

Let us look at these steps in more detail.
For the approach to work, the reservoir must possess the

echo state property, which can roughly be described as fad-
ing memory of the input: trajectories of the reservoir state
should converge given the same input, irrespective of the
previous history. This is typically ensured by appropriately
scaling recurrent connection weights W [19]. A few other
parameters, most importantly the input weight Win scaling

and leaking rate α, should also be adjusted for an optimal
validation performance in a given task.

While running the generated model with training data,
the vectors [1;u(n);x(n)] as in (3) are collected into a ma-
trix X and the desired teacher targets ytarget(n) into a ma-
trix Ytarget, both having a column for every training time
step n. The training is typically done by computing the out-
put weights via ridge regression

Wout = YtargetXT!
XXT + γ 2I

$−1
, (4)

where I is the identity matrix and γ is a regularization
parameter. For optimal results γ should also be selected
through validation; note that the network needs no rerunning
with a different γ to recompute Wout. By avoiding training
of RNN connections W, the learning is done in a single pass
through training data and the optimal output weights Wout

are computed with a high precision using a closed-form so-
lution (4). This also enables a practical use of reservoirs
with size of thousands or even tens of thousands of units on
contemporary computers [46]. Also note, that YtargetXT and
XXT in (4) can be computed incrementally and stored in the
memory, instead of Ytarget and X, for arbitrary long train-
ing data sequences. Alternatively, Wout can be continuously
adapted by an online learning algorithm [19].

Such simple and efficient RNN training was demon-
strated to outperform fully-trained RNNs in many bench-
mark tasks, e.g., [17, 22, 23, 46, 50]. Some examples of ap-
plications are presented in Sect. 7.

3 Perspectives on RC

The principles of RC can be perceived from several different
perspectives.

There are certain parallels between RC and kernel meth-
ods in ML. The reservoir can be seen as a nonlinear high-
dimensional expansion x(n) of the input signal u(n). For
classification tasks, input data u(n) which are not linearly
separable in the original space RNu , often become linearly
separable in the expanded space RNx of x(n) where they are
separated by Wout. At the same time, the reservoir serves
as a memory, providing the temporal context. The “kernel
trick” is typically not used in RC, however it is possible to
do so by defining recursive temporal context-sensitive ker-
nels that integrate over a continuum of Win and W, which
can be used as in regular Support Vector Machines (SVMs),
but for sequence data [13]. SVM-style readouts can also be
trained from the reservoirs [41].

The separation between the fixed reservoir and the adap-
tive readout can also be arrived at when analyzing the dy-
namics of a full gradient descent RNN training, and optimiz-
ing it. In an efficient version of gradient descent RNN train-
ing introduced by Atiya and Parlos [1] the output weights
Wout are adapted much more than W and Win [38], which



Conclusions 

•  What about the F&P Challenge? 
–  tensor products are an interesting 

implementation/alternative to symbolic 
systems 

–  recurrent networks could also be an 
alternative, but much less understood 

•  The hidden debate 
–  innate vs learner structures (to be 

continued…) 



Conclusions 

•  empirical impact of the 
debate 
– past tense in English 

•  rule: play->played, fax->faxed 
•  exceptions: sing->sang, put-

>put 
•  Pinker & Prince (1988) 
•  procedural vs declarative 

memory (Ullman et al, 1997; 
Pinker & Ullman, 2002)  

The WR theory contrasts with classical theories of
generative phonology and their descendents, such as
those of Chomsky and Halle [15–17], which generate
irregular forms by affixing an abstract morpheme to
the stem and applying rules that alter the stem’s
phonological composition. Such theories are designed
to account for the fact that most irregular forms are
not completely arbitrary but fall into families
displaying patterns, as in ring-rang, sink-sank,
sit-sat, and feel-felt, sleep-slept, bleed-bled. A problem
for this view is that irregular families admit
numerous positive and negative counterexamples
and borderline cases, so any set of rules will be
complex and laden with exceptions, unless it posits
implausibly abstract underlying representations
(e.g. rin for run, which allows the verb to undergo the
same rules as sing-sang-sung).

The theory also contrasts with the
Rumelhart–McClelland model (RMM) and other
connectionist models that posit a single pattern
associator, with neither lexical entries nor a

combinatorial apparatus [1,18,19]. The key to 
these pattern associators is that rather than linking
a word to a word stored in memory, they link sounds
to sounds. Because similar words share sounds, 
their representations are partly superimposed, and
any association formed to one is automatically
generalized to the others. This allows such models 
to acquire families of similar forms more easily 
than arbitrary sets, and to generalize the patterns 
to new similar words. Having been trained on
fling-flung and cling-clung, they may generalize 
to spling-splung (as children and adults 
occasionally do [20,21]); and having been trained 
on flip-flipped and clip-clipped, they generalize 
to plip plipped.

WR is descended from a third approach: the
lexicalist theories of Jackendoff, Lieber, and others,
who recognized that many morphological
phenomena are neither arbitrary lists nor fully
systematic and productive [22–25]. They posited
‘lexical redundancy rules’, which do not freely
generate new forms but merely capture patterns of
redundancy in the lexicon, and allow sporadic
generalization by analogy. Pinker and Prince
proposed that lexical redundancy rules are not 
rules at all, but consequences of the superpositional
nature of memory: similar items are easier to learn
than arbitrary sets, and new items resembling old
ones tend to inherit their properties. They argued
that RMM’s successes came from implementing 
this feature of memory, and proposed the WR theory
as a lexicalist compromise between the generative
and connectionist extremes. Irregulars are stored 
in a lexicon with the superpositional property of
pattern associators; regulars can be generated or
parsed by rules.

Ullman and colleagues have recently extended the
WR theory to a hypothesis about the neurocognitive
substrate of lexicon and grammar. According to the
Declarative/Procedural (DP) hypothesis [5,26], lexical
memory is a subdivision of declarative memory, which
stores facts, events and arbitrary relations [27,28].
The consolidation of new declarative memories
requires medial-temporal lobe structures, in
particular the hippocampus. Long-term retention
depends largely on neocortex, especially temporal 
and temporo-parietal regions; other structures are
important for actively retrieving and searching for
these memories. Grammatical processing, by
contrast, depends on the procedural system, which
underlies the learning and control of motor and
cognitive skills, particularly those involving
sequences [27,28]. It is subserved by the basal
ganglia, and by the frontal cortex to which they
project – in the case of language, particularly Broca’s
area and neighboring anterior cortical regions.
Irregular forms must be stored in the lexical portion
of declarative memory; regular past-tense forms can
be computed in the grammatical portion of the
procedural system.
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Word stem (e.g. walk or hold)

Grammatical feature (e.g. past tense)
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phrases, sentences, any
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combination, unification

procedural system

rules, skills

frontal cortex, basal ganglia

Fig. 1. S imp lified illustration of the Words-and-Ru les (WR) theory and the Declarative/Procedural
(DP) hypothesis. When a word must be inflected, the lexicon and gram mar are accessed in parallel. 
If an inflected form for a verb (V) exists in memory, as w ith irregu lars (e.g. held), it w ill be retrieved; 
a signal ind icating a match b locks the operation of the gram matical suffixation process v ia an
inh ib itory link from lexicon to gram mar, preventing the generation of ho lded. If no inflected form 
is matched, the gram matical processor concatenates the appropriate suffix w ith the stem ,
generating a regu lar form .

as the default), rarely analogize irregular patterns to
novel words (e.g. spling-splung), and are relatively
unimpaired at generating novel regular forms like
plammed [26,67,68]. Agrammatism, by contrast, 
is an impairment in producing fluent grammatical
sequences, and is associated with damage to anterior
perisylvian regions of the left hemisphere [69,70]. As
predicted, agrammatic patients show the opposite
pattern: more trouble inflecting regular than irregular
verbs, a lack of errors like swimmed, and great difficulty
suffixing novel words [26,67]. Similar effects have been
documented in reading aloud, writing to dictation,
repeating and judging words (even when controlling for
frequency and length) [67],and in a regular/irregular
contrast with Japanese-speaking patients [71].

The predicted double dissociation patterns are also
seen in a comparison of neurodegenerative diseases.
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is marked by greater

degeneration of medial and neocortical temporal lobe
structures than of frontal cortex (particularly Broca’s
area) and the basal ganglia, and greater impairment
of lexical and conceptual knowledge than of motor
and cognitive skills, including aspects of grammatical
processing [72]. Parkinson’s disease (PD), associated
with basal ganglia degeneration, is marked by
greater impairment of motor and cognitive skills
(including grammatical processing) than use of words
and facts [72,73]. As predicted, AD patients have 
more trouble inflecting irregular than regular verbs,
are relatively unimpaired at suffixing novel words,
generate few irregular analogies for novel words, 
and produce over-regularization errors; PD patients
show the contrasting patterns [26,32]. Moreover, the
performance patterns correlate with the severity of
the associated processing impairments in the
two populations: anomia in AD, and right-side
hypokinesia (an index of left-hemisphere basal
ganglia degeneration) in PD [26,32].

Intriguingly, Huntington’s Disease (HD), caused
by degeneration of different basal ganglia structures,
results in disinhibition of the projected frontal areas,
leading to unsupressible movements [73]. When HD
patients inflect verbs, they show a third pattern:
producing extra suffixes for regular and novel words
like walkeded, plaggeded and dugged, but not
analogous errors on irregulars like dugug or keptet –
suggesting that these errors are instances of
unsuppressed regular suffixation [26,32].

Converging findings come from other
methodologies. In normal subjects, both regular 
and irregular inflected forms can prime their stems.
By hypothesis, a regular form is parsed into affix 
and stem (which primes itself); an irregular form is
associated with its stem, somewhat like semantic
priming. Patients with left inferior frontal damage do
not show regular priming (walked-walk), although
they retain irregular priming (found-find) and
semantic priming (swan-goose). A patient with
temporal-lobe damage showed the opposite pattern
[68,74,75]. In studies that have recorded event-
related potentials (ERPs) to printed words, when a
regular suffix is placed on an irregular word (e.g. the
German Muskels) or omitted where it is obligatory
(e.g. ‘Yesterday I walk’), the electrophysiological
response is similar to the Left Anterior Negativity
(LAN) commonly seen with syntactic violations.
When irregular inflection is illicitly applied (e.g. the
German Karusellen) or omitted (e.g. ‘Yesterday I dig’),
the response is a central negativity similar to the
N400 elicited by lexical anomalies, including
pronounceable non-words [40,76–79]. This suggests
that the brain processes regular forms like syntactic
combinations and irregular forms like words.

Double dissociations are difficult to explain in
pattern associators, because except for artificially
small networks, ‘lesioning’the networks hurts
irregular forms more than regular ones [80]. A recent
interesting model by Joanisse and Seidenberg
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Fig. 3. Dissociating regular and irregular processing in aphasia. (a) The approximate lesion sites of
patient FCL (red area, left anterior perisylvian regions), who had symptoms of agrammatism, and patient
JLU (green area, left temporo-parietal region), who had symptoms of anom ia. (b) Results of verb-
inflection tests showed that the agrammatic patient had more trouble inflecting regular verbs (lighter
bars) than irregular verbs (darker bars), whereas the anom ic patient had more trouble inflecting irregular
verbs – and overapplied the regular suffix to many of the irregulars (light green bar on top of dark green
bar). The performance of age- and education-matched control subjects is shown in the grey bars.

Pinker, S. & Prince, A. (1988) On language and connectionism  Cognition, 28, 73-193.  
Ullman MT, Corkin S, et al. (1997). A neural dissociation within language: Journal of Cognitive 
Neuroscience, 9: 266–276. 
Pinker, S. & Ullman, M. (2002) The past and future of the past tense. Trends in Cognitive Science, 6, 
456-463. 



Conclusions 
•  empirical impact of the debate (cont) 

– statistical learning vs algebraic learning in 
infants 

•  Saffran et al, (1996), Marcus et al, (1999), Pena et al 
(2002) 

– exemplar-based versus abstract 
representations 
•  object recognition (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993), 

face recognition, speech recognition (eg Goldinger, 
1988; Johnson 1997, Pierrehumbert 2001) 

Saffran, J., Aslin,R., Newport, E. (1996). Science 
Marcus, G.F., Vijayan, S., Bandi Rao, S., Vishton, P. M. (1999). Science 
Peña, M., Bonatti, L., Nespor, M., Mehler J. (2002). Science 

Biederman, I., & Gerhardstein, P. C. (1993). Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and 
Performance 
Johnson, K. (1997). In K. Johnson & J.W. Mullennix (eds.), Talker Variability in Speech Processing,  
Pierrehumbert, J. (2001). In J. Bybee and P. Hopper (eds.), Frequency and the Emergence of Linguistic Structure 
Goldinger, S.D. (1998). Psychological Review 105:251-279. 



Current trends 

•  very deep hierarchical 
networks 
–  trained in a heavily 

supervised fashion 
– but, seem to correlate 

with human performance 
and monkey IT neurons 

Yamins et al (2014) Proc. Natl. Acad. 
Sci. U.S.A. 

Google net,  
Szegedy et al, 2014 

1000 categories 
100.000 test 
1M training 
Google net: 6.67% error 
Humans: 5% 





Following up on recurrent networks 

•  LSTM 
(long short term memory) 

•  replaces HMM for language 
models 

•  text generation 

Hochreiter and J. Schmidhuber (1997). Long short-term 
memory. Neural Computation, 9(8):1735–1780. 

Graves, Mohamed, Hinton (2013). Speech Recognition 
with Deep Recurrent Neural Networks. ICASSP. 

Sutskever, Martens, Hinton (2011) Generating text with 
recurrent neural networks. ICML.  



Image description 

40%-50% 

Vinyals et al (2014)  
see also Donahue et al (2014)  



•  playing with RNNs 
–  http://karpathy.github.io/

2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/ 
(the unreasonable effectiveness 
of RNNs) 

•  memory networks 
–  Weston Chopra & Bordes (2015) 
–  question answering 

PANDARUS:
Alas, I think he shall be come approached and the day
When little srain would be attain'd into being never fed,
And who is but a chain and subjects of his death,
I should not sleep.

Second Senator:
They are away this miseries, produced upon my soul,
Breaking and strongly should be buried, when I perish
The earth and thoughts of many states.

DUKE VINCENTIO:
Well, your wit is in the care of side and that.

Second Lord:
They would be ruled after this chamber, and
my fair nues begun out of the fact, to be conveyed,
Whose noble souls I'll have the heart of the wars.

Clown:
Come, sir, I will make did behold your worship.

VIOLA:
I'll drink it.



•  attention networks 
– Xu, Ba, .. Bengio 2015 



•  Neural Turing Machines 
–  learns copy, sort 

Graves, A., Wayne, G., & Danihelka, I. (2014). Neural 
Turing Machines. arXiv Preprint:1410.5401. 





Evolutions of the symbolic systems 

•  probabilistic /bayesian frameworks 
! symbolic systems that learn 

Pearl, Judea (1988). Probabilistic 
Reasoning in Intelligent Systems. San 
Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufmann.  



Le jeu des nombres 

•  input: nombre entre 1 et 100 
•  output: “oui” ou “non”  

•  Tâche d’induction: 
– Observer quelques exemples de ‘oui’ 
– Juger si des nouveaux nombres auraient pu 

être “oui” ou “non”. 



Le jeu des nombres 

Exemples de 
“oui” 

Jugements de généralisation 
(N = 20) 

60 
Similarité diffuse 
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Le jeu des nombres 

Exemples de 
“oui” 

Jugements de généralisation 
(N = 20) 

60 
Similarité diffuse 

60  80  10  30" Règle:  
 “multiples de 10” 

60  52  57  55" Similarité focalisée: 
  nombres proches de 50-60 



•  H: Espace d’hypothèse des concepts possibles 
–  h1  = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, …, 96, 98, 100}  (“nombres pairs”) 
–  h2  = {10, 20, 30, 40, …, 90, 100}  (“multiples de 10”) 
–  h3  = {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}  (“puissances de 2”) 
–  h4  = {50, 51, 52, …, 59, 60}  (“nombres entre 50 et 60”) 
–  . . . 

Modèle Bayesien 



•  X = {x1, . . . , xn}:  n exemples du concept C.  
•  Evaluer l’hypothèse h étant donné X: 

–  p(h) [“prior”]: biais à priori 
–  p(X|h) [“likelihood”]: information statistique dans les exemples 
–  p(h|X) [“posterior”]: degré de confiance que h est l’extension de C. 

Modèle Bayesien 
•  H: Espace d’hypothèse des concepts possibles 

–  h1  = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, …, 96, 98, 100}  (“nombres pairs”) 
–  h2  = {10, 20, 30, 40, …, 90, 100}  (“multiples de 10”) 
–  h3  = {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}  (“puissances de 2”) 
–  h4  = {50, 51, 52, …, 59, 60}  (“nombres entre 50 et 60”) 
–  . . . 



Comparaison modèle-humain 

Exemples de 
“oui” 

Jugements  
(N = 20) 

60"

60  80  10  30"

60  52  57  55"

Modèle Bayesien 
(r = 0.96) 



Comparaison modèle-humain 

Exemples de 
“oui” 

Jugements  
(N = 20) 

Modèle Bayesien 
(r = 0.93) 

16"

16  8  2  64"

16  23  19  20"

from Josh Tennenbaum (MIT) 



•  Modèles linguistiques probabilistes/Natural 
Language processing 

•  Automates finis stochastiques 
•  Grammaires Context Free Probabilistes 

•  Learning of a syntactic/semantic parser 
•  from pairs of sentence-meaning candidates 

•  from pairs of questions and answers (plus a 
database of facts) 

Liang, P., Jordan, M., I., & Klein, D. (2011). Learning Dependency-Based 
Compositional Semantics. î 

Kwiatkowski, T., Goldwater, S., et al (2012). A probabilistic model of syntactic and 
semantic acquisition from child-directed utterances and their meanings. EACL 

Jurafsky, D., & Martin, J. H. (2000). Speech and Language Processing. Prentice Hall. 



Not covered here 

•  other connectionnist architectures 
– Kohonen’s maps (competitive learning) 

(Kohonen, 1982)  
– Adaptive Resonance Theory (Grossberg, 

1976) 
– Reinforcement learning (Barto, Sutton, 

Anderson, 1983) 

•  other computational frameworks 
– more Probabilistic/Bayesian frameworks 
– Predictive Coding/Free Energy (Friston 2009) 




